Texas KIDS COUNT:
Health Equity for Every Texas Child

All children deserve the opportunity for a healthy life. In Texas, not all children have the health insurance, food security, and economic security needed for a healthy childhood, due to disparities rooted in systemic racism. Public policy can improve health equity for all Texas children. Policymakers should make practical changes this Legislative Session to ensure all Texas children have the opportunity to thrive.

Read the full interactive report at https://everytexan.org/kids-count-2021

FOOD SECURITY

Every child deserves the nutrition they need to thrive. Texas has one of the worst rates of child food insecurity in the nation.1 Of Texas households with children, one in five did not have enough to eat in the past week, and more than one in three Black families and one in four Hispanic families experienced hunger.2 Policymakers should reduce barriers to enrolling in nutrition programs such as SNAP so every Texan can access the food they need to stay healthy.

HEALTH INSURANCE

Every child deserves affordable and accessible health care. Texas has the worst rate of child health insurance coverage in the nation—one in four uninsured U.S. children live here.3 Hispanic children are twice as likely as others to be uninsured. Policymakers should protect health and human services funding, expand Medicaid, and remove enrollment barriers so every Texan can access the health care they need to thrive.
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ECONOMIC SECURITY

Every child deserves to live in an environment where they can thrive. In Texas one in five children experiences poverty.\(^4\) Parents are forced to choose between work and childcare, and many work without livable wages and benefits.\(^5, 6, 7, 8, 9\) Due to systemic racism, families of color and mixed-immigration-status families are disproportionately likely to face these challenges.\(^10, 11\) Searches for housing, food, and health support during the pandemic highlight families’ need for economic security. Policymakers should advance policies supporting quality jobs and economic opportunity for all to ensure every Texan has the opportunity to succeed.

Every child has the right to a quality public education. Yet as schools move online, Texas has one of the worst home internet access rates for children nationwide, especially in rural communities and communities of color.\(^12, 13\) Students lack equal access to pre-K\(^14\), support for English language learners,\(^15\) and affordable higher education.\(^16, 17\) Policymakers should equitably fund public education to ensure every student has the opportunity to succeed.

Read the full interactive report at https://everytexan.org/kids-count-2021
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At Every Texan, we believe that social justice requires public policy. We push for quality health care, education, and jobs so that every Texan has a fair opportunity to thrive.

This report was authored by Every Texan’s Research and Data team—Tara Blagg, Tania Uruchima, and Amy Knop-Narbutis—as part of the Texas KIDS COUNT project. KIDS COUNT is a national and state-by-state effort to track the status of children in the U.S. funded by the Annie E. Casey Foundation. Check out the Kids Count Data Center for extensive child well-being data on kids across the U.S. and for each of Texas’ 254 counties. Read the full report at https://everytexan.org/kids-count-2021.
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